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                                                A. Cozy body blanket with embroidery. 
#BL98-EMB | B. Fleece blanket and tumbler combo set. #FB3BTL200 
C. Fold-up patterned blanket with woven handle. #FLBUSD505 | D. 
Cooler bag with fleece blanket. #9981 | E. Embroidered polar fleece 
blanket. #FB100   Shop the entire collection at customxm.com/holiday

                                                                           A. TERVIS Full Ink coverage 
double-wall insulated bottles & tumblers. #90914 | B. Elemental 
stainless steel tumblers. #51846 | C. 13oz. Speckled ceramic campfire 
coffee mug. #A1300 | D. 22oz. Vaccuum bottle with bamboo lid. 
#BT63 | E. 20oz. Vacuum-sealed bottle with candy bag. #VS20CB

Shop the entire collection at customxm.com/holiday
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                                                           A. Apex Quilted Vest #7326 
VANTAGE / Vansport Cypress Vest #5760 | B. Greg Norman PlayDry 
1/4 zip Mock Neck #GNS7K020/WNS8K464 C. Denali full-zip 
Sherpa fleece jacket. #3180 DENALI | D. Summit Sweater Fleece 
Jacket. #3306 SUMMIT | E. Crewneck Sweatshirt. #GILD1800

                                                    A. Caps and Beanies #0720/#0181
B. Full color custom socks #89926 C. Leather dopp kit accessory 
bags/shaving kits #TBAXTER/#C7771L | D. Premium Melange 15.6” 
Laptop Backpack. #KB9023 | E. Shippable Custom Cookie/Snack 
Tubes -Call for details | F. 24-can convertible duffle cooler. #AG-663

Shop the entire collection at customxm.com/holiday Shop the entire collection at customxm.com/holiday



WonderBox
The

Design It:  With the ability to print edge-to edge inside & out, all of our 
boxes are fully customizable with any design you can imagine! 

Stuff It: Fill your box with a thoughtful note, memorable gifts, or a
marketing tool to really up the wow factor of your next gifting opportunity.

Send It: Receive the boxes flat, or let us do all of the kitting and mailing for 
you! All of our boxes are reinforced to keep the contents safe during shipping.

                                                                            Whether you want to send 
a holiday greeting to your clients, your family, or anyone in between, 
we’ve got all of your print needs covered! We can also provide 
oversized mounted prints and stretched canvas prints that make for 
memorable keepsake gifts! View more cards at customxm.com/holiday.
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NoWire Mousepad Wireless 
Charger #15260

Skinny Dip Bluetooth Speaker 
#SKINNYDIP

Double Dip Bluetooth Dual 
Speaker #DOUBLEDIP

SoSoft Fabric Wireless 
Charger  -Call for details

2Buds Wireless Bluetooth 
Earbuds  -Call for details

Metro Mini Portable Bluetooth 
Speaker  -Call for details


